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Brand Highlight



Are there any other words as deliciously gratifying as “By appointment only”? Imagine arriving to a 

showroom that professionally displays every garment of your liking, some that you might have persona-

lly chosen beforehand. Being met by a professional Lingerie Consultant whose priority is only to provide 

you with everything that you need is part of a shopping experience that not many can indulge in. You’re 

offered a beverage upon arrival; the choice of music is up to you and the store is all yours. Whether you 

are shopping for your wedding, your honeymoon or just because; at Queendom you will always be trea-

ted as the royal you were born to be. The Queendom Experience also acts as your Personal Assistant to 

ensure that your plans are as immaculate as you desire them to be. Have additional needs? How about 

rose petals, candles, a private massage or help booking a room at your favorite hotel? We are here to 

serve you and make this experience more than you could have ever imagined.

The evolutionThe evolution
of shoppingof shopping

Lingerie StylingLingerie Styling
{Inside and out the bedroom}

Model in sketch is wearing the La Reve Lace 
Teddy $49.99 paired with the Wrapped Around 
You Sheer Skirt $59.99

Model in sketch is wearing the Luscious Cage 
Skirt & Bra Set $74.99

Model in sketch paired the items in picture 1 with a 
skinny leg blue jean, blue jean jacket, accessorized 
with a black purse

Model in sketch paired the items in picture 3 with 
a high waist full coverage black panty underneath 
and an off the shoulder mid sleeve black shirt.

Thinking of styling your lingerie?! Items to consider while browsing our website at www.queen-
dombyromance.com is our Kiss me again Sheer Cape $49.99 the Ravishing Teddy $44.99 & the 
See Thru Me Lace top & skirt set $74.99 are all items easily styled inside & outside the bedroom.



Diamond’sDiamond’sdosagedosageWhat more do you want from us? The entire female 

body is subjected to criticism at the hands of our male 

dominated society. Take that in. The sensitivity and stig-

mas surrounding the sexuality of women shouldn’t even 

be a conversation, but here we are. 

Being a man in this world, must be nice.  I mean men 

aren’t the ones being critiqued and torn down by 

society’s rules of sexual expression, are they?

Truth be told, women’s sexuality is oppressed critiqued, 

and subjected to the male gaze. The “traditional role” of a 

woman is one that is submissive, sacrificing, and selfless. 

We hate slavery. But is this traditional role progressive?

We are told to present ourselves in a modest, meek, and 

a submissive manner.

     Women should be allowed to express 

     her true self, her true spirit, and her 

    true sexuality without the negative

    attention, remarks, and banter. 

Let women be who they want to be. Anything but basic 

however. To be quite frank, this society has failed women. 

Due to the system of patriarchy, this “sexual stigma” 

exists. Social constructs are in place that shame, shun, 

and banish women for being the sexual creatures we are 

meant to be. And I mean, we are sexy! 

But what society does not know is, Sexuality is more than 

sex. It’s expression in fantasies, desires, beliefs, attitu-

des, values, behaviors, practices, roles, fashion, words, 

thoughts, and appearance. 

Whew. Society wants women to walk around with a Scar-

let Letter on her chest for being sexual entities, but it’s 

time for women to take back what’s theirs, their sexua-

lity. And not to mention we are here and more present 

than before. Like the Trump administration, this stigma 

of classifying women as whores, sluts, classless, or one-

dimensional because of their sexual expression needs to 

cease. Ended. Halted. Destroyed. Abandoned. 

This sexual stigma does nothing for the progression of 

society. It deters women from their true self and creates 

an imbalance of superiority geared towards males.

      When will women be allowed to

      be women?

Women should just pack their bags and create a society 

where they aren’t condemned for sex appeal, sexual lan-

guage, or sexy attire. 

“Sensitive about our Sexuality”

The breasts of a woman.
The hips of a woman.

The vagina of a woman.
The ass of a woman.

Our Necks, our Backs. 

By Diamond Bell
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Price List

Black lace teddy
$45.99

Floral Embroidered Mesh Teddy
$59.99

Merlot 2 Piece Lace Set Diva 
$65.99

Neon Lights Lace Teddy
$39.99

Long sleeve lace Teddy 
$45.99



HAUTE MICE STUDIOS
Chicago Based Fashion/Lifestyle/Portrait Photographer

540 w 35th Street, Chicago, IL. 60616

booking@hautemicestudios.com

DIAMOND BELL
CREATOR OF DIAMOND’S DOSAGE & CONTENT CREATOR 

“Diamond Bell is entrepreneur, host, writer, and podcaster 

who has created the Diamond’s Dosage brand in the heart 

of Chicago, Il.  Diamond is known for her outspoken vernacu-

lar, humor, transparency, and overall ability to be personable 

which spills over into the brand. Diamond’s Dosage aids in 

assisting individuals with self-help development and is bene-

ficial to real life circumstances, such as careers, relationships, 

sex, social issues, and entertainment. Diamond’s Dosage 

is a brand that consists of unconventional blogs, podcasts, 

events, and service. The brand centers around provoking mi-

sogyny, and other social issues while also advocating for wo-

men empowerment and self-love. With an educational his-

tory in psychology and sociology, Diamond Bell, assesses the 

culture and it’s needs. Diamond plays the devil’s advocate, by 

touching on the truth about controversial topics in the most 

sarcastic and humorous way. The goal of the Diamond’s Do-

sage brand is to shift thinking, provoke thoughts, and develop 

individuals. All of Diamond’s raw personality, lasting energy, 

and love are implemented into Diamond’s Dosage making 

the brand relatable, welcoming, and exhilarating. Instagram: 

@DiamondsDosage Website: Diamondsdosage.com

JRENEE’ BEAUTY
CHICAGO MAKEUP ARTIST & LICENSED ESTHETICIAN

Text (312) 775-2496

Email j.reneebeauty@gmail.com

TANESHA, HAIR STYLIST
Text (773) 615-9028

Book using Booksy at minxbeautybar.booksy.com

STARR KNIGHT
PROFESSIONAL STYLIST & OWNER OF SP HAIR STUDIO 

& EXTENSIONS - Starr Knight is a Professional Stylist/Salon 

Owner that has studied at Pivot-Point International. She spe-

cializes in Natural Hair, Bobs, Bold Cuts, Custom Color, and 

Weave Installments while maintaining the integrity of natural 

hair. She is someone that is passionate about understanding 

the different textures of hair, and also loves capturing a spe-

cific look for her clients which allows them to ultimately feel 

better about themselves. She has styled hundreds of clients 

within these 9 years, and worked with several runway models 

for Mercedes-Benz Fashion week, Singer “Zora” from Ho-

lland, Bad Girls Club Season 12 Chicago (Loren Jordan, and 

Jonica “Blu” Booth), America’s Next Top Model Cycle 20 (Top 

5 Kanani Andaluz), Rapper Kiara “Katie Got Bandz” Johnson, 

Rapper Kesha “K.Valentine”,and Chicago’s Radio Personality 

for WGCI/V103 Consuella “Connie” Williams. Starr believes 

that any style desired can be achieved with great execution. 

We challenge the impossible because everyone is a Starr. 

Book by calling 312.929.3092

BRITTNEY, owner of Brittney B Wrapping
Brittney B Wrapping is bringing back the tradition of Gift 

Wrapping in the Chicagoland area. From Weddings to Bir-

thdays, or just because! Let Brittney B Wrapping add that 

personal touch they will never forget. For pricing and more 

information please visit brittneybwrapping.com

Queendom UniversityQueendom University Entrepreneur SpotlightEntrepreneur Spotlight



® Queendom by Romance 2019. First Volume.

Address

540 W 35th Street, Suite 101

Chicago, IL 60616

Email address

info@QueendomByRomance.com

Website

www.QueendomByRomance.com

Phone Number

(800) 705-6442

Schedule your appointments today!


